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Hi,

I don't find a r-inferno.pdf that has detailed table of contents and
bookmarks. If it is possible, can somebody help generated one and post
it on line?

Regards,
Peng
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Hey, check this link: http://www.burns-stat.com/pages/Tutor/R_inferno.pdf
 
Greetings
 
V?ctor
 
________________________________

De: r-help-bounces at r-project.org en nombre de Peng Yu
Enviado el: jue 17/09/2009 10:43
Para: r-help at stat.math.ethz.ch
Asunto: [R] r-inferno.pdf with detailed table of contents and bookmarks



Hi,

I don't find a r-inferno.pdf that has detailed table of contents and
bookmarks. If it is possible, can somebody help generated one and post
it on line?

Regards,
Peng

______________________________________________
R-help at r-project.org mailing list
https://stat.ethz.ch/mailman/listinfo/r-help
PLEASE do read the posting guide http://www.R-project.org/posting-guide.html
and provide commented, minimal, self-contained, reproducible code.
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That's a reasonable request that I have
planned for whenever I revise it.
However, I'm not going to be doing that
for some time yet (unit of time is somewhere
in the months to years range).

If someone is keen to do that, I can make
the LyX file available to them.



Patrick Burns
patrick at burns-stat.com
+44 (0)20 8525 0696
http://www.burns-stat.com
(home of "The R Inferno" and "A Guide for the Unwilling S
User")

Peng Yu wrote:
> Hi,
> 
> I don't find a r-inferno.pdf that has detailed table of contents and
> bookmarks. If it is possible, can somebody help generated one and post
> it on line?
> 
> Regards,
> Peng
> 
> ______________________________________________
> R-help at r-project.org mailing list
> https://stat.ethz.ch/mailman/listinfo/r-help
> PLEASE do read the posting guide
http://www.R-project.org/posting-guide.html
> and provide commented, minimal, self-contained, reproducible code.
>
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